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World Channel! Sword Shield Soldier Recruitment Book! 

I have two professionals under me now. 

Zhou Zhou thought to himself, feeling a sense of security. 

However, this was naturally far from enough! 

“Zhang Cang, you will lead the other subjects with Bai Yi to patrol the 
territory’s protective barrier. See if there are any fog monsters around. If 
there are any, kill them, then bring the body to me. Remember, it’s best 
to kill the monsters through the protective barrier! If you’re confident that 
you won’t be injured, you can try to leave the protective barrier and kill 
the monsters, but don’t get too far away! Your own safety comes first!” 
Zhou Zhou reminded. 

These two soldiers were his treasures. He did not want anything to 
happen to them. 

“Yes, my Lord!” Zhang Cang said respectfully before he went to look for 
Bai Yi and the others. 

At this moment, four consecutive notifications suddenly sounded in Zhou 
Zhou’s ears. 

[The Lord’s personal information has been unlocked!] 

[Cerulean Planet Lord’s World Channel has been unlocked!] 

[Cerulean Planet Lord’s Marketplace has been unlocked!] 

[Friend List has been unlocked!] 

Zhou Zhou was stunned and opened the Lord’s personal information. 
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[Lord Title: None] 

[Strength Level: Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Territory Name: Unnamed] 

[Territory Level: Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Territory Area: 400m x 400m x 400m] 

[Lord Talent: 100% Drop Rate (Legendary-Tier)] 

[Territory Building: The Lord’s Wooden House (Black Iron-Tier 
Elementary Grade), Gate of Summoning (Black Iron-Tier Elementary 
Grade)] 

[Race Talent: None] 

[Equipment: None] 

[Skill: None] 

[Mist Core: Two] 

[Origin Crystal: Zero] 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and named his territory Blazing Sun 
City and gave himself the title of Lord of The Blazing Sun. The land 
under his feet was the Blazing Sun Desert after all. He did not want to 
think of other names. 

Then, he opened the Cerulean Planet Lord’s Marketplace and Friend 
List. 

The Cerulean Planet Lord’s Marketplace was a place for the Lords to 
trade goods. However, there were not many goods other than some 
basic materials such as stone, wood, and metal for the time being 
because it was just opened. 

His friend list was also empty. 



Seeing this, Zhou Zhou opened the Cerulean Planet Lord World 
Channel. 

A text notification appeared in the next moment and a virtual screen with 
the Cerulean Planet as the background appeared in front of him. 

A huge number of comments from other Lords were refreshing in the 
channel. 

[Brothers and sisters, have we really transmigrated?] 

[We’ve really transmigrated. It’s not a dream. I just slapped the subject I 
summoned, but this stupid subject retaliated with a big slap. My face still 
hurts… 

[The loyalty of the subjects that I have just summoned is generally only 
slightly above the passing mark. It’s best not to do anything to lower their 
loyalty.] 

[Haha, what’s your Lord Talent? I’ve a Diamond-Tier Lord Talent — 
Knight Hall. My territory comes with a special building. I can send my 
subjects in after paying a certain price. They will become a special 
combat profession that masters combat spirit— The Combat Spirit 
Knights!] 

[F*ck! Diamond-Tier Lord Talent!? I only have a Black Iron-Tier Lord 
Talent called ‘Subject Recruitment Order’ which allows me to summon 
three more subjects from the Gate of Summoning everyday.] 

[I’m alright. I’ve a Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent — Ghost Master 
Station. There will be Ghost Master Professionals passing through my 
territory. I have a certain percentage of chances in recruiting them as my 
subjects!] 

[I have a Yellow Gold-Tier Lord Talent — Falcon Corps! The territory has 
its own Falcon Barracks. I can recruit a special combat army with 
Cerulean Planet’s technology!] 



[The difference in talent between the Lords of different levels is so 
obvious.] 

[Boohoo, I envy you guys. I didn’t even awaken my Lord talent.] 

[Why can’t I awaken my Talent like all of you? This is so unfair!] 

[The lifespan of the locust is extremely short!] 

[Have you guys gone out to fight the Scarlet Fog monsters? I just asked 
my subjects to fight an Iron-Fang Fog Hound through the protective 
barrier. It only dropped two units of Mist Core and one unit of flesh.] 

[There are monsters on your side too?] 

[I have them too, and there are seven or eight of them!] 

[It can drop flesh and blood??? Why did mine only drop two units of Mist 
Core?] 

… 

Zhou Zhou looked at it for a while and pondered. 

From the discussion of these Lords, High-level Lord Talents seemed to 
be very rare. About 80% of the Lords had Black Iron, Green Bronze, and 
White Silver-Tier Talents. The remaining 20% were Yellow-Gold Tiers 
and above. 

He had yet to see anyone mention a Legendary-Tier Lord Talent like his. 

[The strength of the monsters outside is really ridiculous. It’s so difficult 
to kill even one through the protective barrier. Moreover, this is only the 
first day. How difficult will the Novice Lord Test in seven days be?] 

[Hold it right there. I’m starting to panic.] 

[Killing monsters can increase the strength of your subjects and yourself. 
You will probably have to rely on this path if you want to survive the 
Novice Lord Test in seven days.] 



[It’s too inefficient to just rely on the protective barrier to kill monsters.] 

[Do you dare to go out if you don’t have enough subjects?] 

[If I go out, I won’t be able to defeat the monsters. If I don’t go out, the 
efficiency of killing the monsters will be low. What a dilemma.] 

Zhou Zhou became vigilant as he read on. 

These Lords are right. If the monsters on the first day are already so 
tough, how strong will the monsters be in seven days? If I want to safely 
pass the test in seven days, I have to work hard to accumulate strength 
during this period of time! 

At this moment, not far away, the sounds of battle could be heard. 

Two gentle balls of Promotion Energy appeared in his body out of thin 
air, making him feel refreshed. 

After a while, Bai Yi, Zhang Cang, and the other subjects carried the 
corpses of the two Desert Fog Lizards and walked over excitedly. They 
then placed the corpses in front of Zhou Zhou. 

“I’m here to report, my Lord!” 

“We just discovered these two Desert Fog Lizards and have already 
dealt with them through the protective barrier.” 

Bai Yi and the other residents looked at Zhou Zhou expectantly after 
saying that. 

When Zhou Zhou saw their gazes, the corners of his mouth could not 
help but twitch a few times. 

He looked at the corpses of the two Desert Fog Lizards. One of the 
corpses was also a Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog 
Lizards. The loot it could drop was exactly the same as the previous 
Desert Fog Lizards. 



As for the other Desert Fog Lizard’s corpse, not only was it twice the size 
of the other Desert Fog Lizard, but its loot seemed much richer than the 
previous one. 

[Item Name: Desert Fog Lizard’s Corpse] 

[Item Level: Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

I[tem Effect: Contains unextracted loots.] 

[Item Description: Fog Monster killed by the soldiers of Blazing Sun City.] 

[Prompt: In two hours, this corpse will turn into fog and be reborn in the 
future.] 

[Loot drop rate: four units of Black Iron-Tier Mist Core (Drop Rate: 
100%), one unit to 40 units of Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Desert 
Fog Lizard meat (Drop Rate: 20% to 0.5%), three kg water bag (Drop 
Rate: 3%), one gradeless Sword Shield Soldier Class Change Certificate 
(Drop Rate: 0.1%), one Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Sword Shield 
Soldier Recruitment Book (Drop Rate: 0.1%)] 

… 

 


